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taverna night

Greek Scouts of Australia organised a taverna night on Saturday 2nd May 2009 at
the Greeks from Egypt Club in Alexandria. It was the 2nd Combined Function of the
Greek Scout Groups of Bankstown, Sutherland, Belmore under formation, and of the
Hellenic Scout Guild of Sydney. The Commissioner for Greek Scouts Mr George Pa-
padimitriou welcomed and thanked everyone for their presence.

Mr Papadimitriou invited everyone to become a member of the Hellenic Scout
Guild of Sydney in order to be kept informed and for the chance to participate in the
functions. He reminded everyone that the aim of the Greek Scouts units is to gain the
benefits by the World Scouting System and together with the Parallel Greek Orthodox
Program to preserve the Greek Orthodox Culture and Language. 

Also, he referred to the major event to be held at Government House which will
help get across to the Greek authorities and communities for the benefit of the youth.

Mr Markelos and family had a wonderful time at the taverna night
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Invitation to the Sydney
Greek Community

All Hellenes of Sydney and
friends are invited to meet in
person the Macedonian couple
from Thessaloniki, Greece,
Akis Temperidis and Voula
Netou, who are exploring the
entire world in 800 days (!!) in a
Land Rover Discovery 4x4 van.
Akis and Voula are currently in
Sydney, before their departure
to explore right througout the
American continent next week. 

Come and listen to their
unique adventures around the
globe, their meeting up with Hellenes in the most unlikely countries as well as
their encountering with local peoples and cultures. 

The couple’s website page www.theworldoffroad.com encompasses online
their impressions and adventures alike for people to view as they drive around
the world. This is truly a unique moment to see them in person.

Details of the function are as follows: Date: Friday 8 May 2009
Location: Reception Area of the PanMacedonian association of NSW, 
103 Railway Parade, Sydenham - Time: 7.00pm-9.00pm - 
At the end, coffee, tea and mezedes will be offered. For more information,

please contact Dimitrios Kametopoulos on mobile: 0414 714807 afternoon
hours.


